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Greetings from Home
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Oh, we love to start with those words. They set the energy around us, for they pre-
pare the way, for you have created Home where you now sit. It is not about us, 
dear ones. It is about you becoming the Human Angels and stepping into your 
next stage of evolution consciously. 

Can you see the excitement we see when we look at you? 

Do you know who you are? 

For you are the ones that have chosen to sit at the front of the class. Yes, and you 
get all the heat and difficulties as a result. You are the chosen ones, dear ones, 
for you have chosen to be here at precisely this juncture of time and space to 
make a difference to humanity’s evolution by setting your life into motion. Many 
of you have been here time and again doing what you can to find uses for your 
energy. You try to find your passion. And yet, most of you find your path elusive. 
Do not fret as that elusiveness was by your own design. 

For you are here at a unique junction of time and space with a purpose that only 
you can fulfill. You have gone through eons of time and space to be here at pre-
cisely this moment to make your imprint available to All That Is. You are the 
Human Angels that are stepping out of becoming human and elevating yourself 
to a level to which is going to make a huge difference. The grand play is about to 
begin, and you hold a key. Yes, you are the ones that have come here to play the 
Game of Free Choice. 

Let us tell you a story about the Family of E. Why E? It is the most common sound 
in all languages and can stand for equality, empowerment, or many other words. 
Many of you reading this document are part of this Family of beings here on Earth 
to empower, encourage, and engage with others to share the light of Home with 
others.

It is a grand family of beings here on Earth for a specific purpose. We share this 
information so that you may recognize yourself and your mission here on this 
beautiful Earth.



In the beginning

You are not alone in the universe. Not by a long shot. You have no idea how 
many galaxies are in what you view as “the universe.” 

What if we told you that the universe is infinite? It’s difficult to understand be-
cause humans are in a finite world where it’s impossible to truly understand what 
infinity really is and what it feels like to live in a world with no end, no beginning, 
no demarcation point, just energy. 

Your spirit and your true nature are infinite. Everything must take a finite form 
when you enter a game, having a beginning and an end. This is what gives 
humans the illusion of time. Since your spirit knows infinity to be its true nature, the 
physical self must learn to be finite. Everything you see in the game is finite and 
has a beginning and an end: your body, your world, the universe, everything. 
As such, it is not possible for anyone playing any game to know what infinity is. 
There are glimpses of infinity with specific numbers that never resolve and only 
repeat sequentially, but they are as close as one can understand infinity inside a 
game. 
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Meet the Family of E

The Family of E can be labeled for many different uses of 
that  letter,  Empowerment,  Excitement,  Energy,  Evolu- 
tion, Equality, and other words. The Family of E is a large 
group of spirits with a common aim. They have traveled 
the  universe  and  have  done  much  work  throughout 
many  different  games.  Many  times,  this  work  was  even 
in your galaxy of the Milky Way. Dear ones, you are not 
alone in the universe and never have been. You are not 
even  alone  in  the  Milky  Way.  Although  each  of  these 
games has had different rules and starting points, all aim 
to evolve through bodies of varying density.

The Family of E began as spirit beings that were very sen- 
sitive to a particular form of energy. They were in touch 
with  the  heart’s  collective  ethereal  energy  and  could 
feel  a  pull  or  strike  in  that  collective  energetic  field. 
Whenever one of these games hit a stalling point, these 
sensitive, beautiful beings would feel it and respond. The 
Family of E has helped many games evolve in this way. 
They  are  known  as  somewhat  of  the  troubleshooters  of 
the universe in which you live.

With time, they became experts of the evolutionary pro- 
cess of spirits. They heeded the call so many times that 
they  learned  the  process  of  evolution.  Over  time,  they 
even learned the process of how to form the most effec- 
tive  games.  These  sensitive  beings  did  not  focus  on  just 
one planet. They were and are both universal and multi- 
dimensional.  They’ve  traveled  through  many  different 
incarnations  on  many  different  planets  with  different 
opportunities and, of course, different outcomes.

But,  things  started  to  evolve  much  faster  when  special- 
ists  got  involved.  These  beings  would  volunteer  to  trou- 
bleshoot, go to a game, integrate into it, and be a guid- 
ing  spirit  to  help.  It  was  a  challenging  task,  especially 
since these beings were not allowed to receive any ac- 
colades for their help. But they would devote their life to 
the process.



A Focus on Equality
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It was very frustrating to watch all those experiments end with the same problems. 
The games would fall apart over the aspect of equality. This happened over and 
over in many different games. The biggest problem was falling into inequality. 
In every game, no two beings are equal. Someone will always be a little bit stronger; 
someone’s going to be a little bit taller, a little bit shorter. Someone is always going 
to weigh more. No one is the same, so the natural inclination is to divide people up 
into classifications, into skin color. 
However, your spirits are always equal. You are all part of the same infinite spark of 
the Divine. But you don’t know that because you’re playing the game in a finite 
world, wearing a temporary bodysuit so you can function in that world. 

The Family of E became very proficient at extending games in different places with-
out directing the game in one way or another. They never got directly involved. 
Instead, they would support and plant seeds of harmony and equality whenever the 
players divided themselves and started to go off in different directions.

After eons of time and many games played throughout the universe, the Family of E 
began to focus on one focal point that they found to have the most significant 
effect everywhere. No matter the starting point, the most evolution came from set-
ting up a game that offered equal rights to the players of that game. It was decided 
that no matter where or how the game was being played, empowerment and 
equality would lead to the highest outcome. The Family of E watched from afar and 
only entered a game at critical moments where a slight shift could make a marked 
difference at critical times. They were unlike any other gathering of spirits.  

It is interesting as this is still a rather large topic of discussion and argument on Earth 
today. On one side, there is a valid argument that all beings are not equal. Even the 
races on your planet of Earth are not equal. Some tend to be taller than others, and 
some have natural abilities that others must work harder to master. 

The Family of E found to be true that the spirits inhabiting those unequal bodies were 
all equal. All spirits came from the same origin before taking a body of density to 
play a game. The Family found that any time they could promote equal rights 
during any game, those spirits could play the game to its highest potential, no 
matter what bodies, race, or gender they decided to inhabit. When any game 
came to a stalling point in their evolution, the Family of E would incarnate into that 
game and push them past a critical mass. 
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Let ’s Play a New Game

Many games are and have been in progress in your universe, dear ones. Each 
had different guidelines set into the game to achieve a wide variety of out- 
comes. All had some sort of pre-direction or were aimed at specific outcomes to 
master. Many had regular interventions to keep them on track. Most were set 
up with some predetermination. It was like building a maze for spirits to find 
their way to a set goal or series of achievements. Once the goal was reached
or the forward progress ceased, the game generally ended. This was the way 
that the evolution of all progressed.

After eons of time having these games on many planets, it was decided to 
change the guidelines and play a game unlike any other, one without the 
guidelines and the predetermination. The collective of all spirits everywhere had 
evolved enough to try a new type of game. Thus, began a strange game with- 
out any rules. It was the first game of total free choice—a long line of spirits 
formed to play this new game because it offered hope for rapid evolution.

In this new game, the Family of E was called in from the very beginning to set it 
into motion with the highest potential. The Family of E knew that there were spe- 
cific attributes needed for a game to reach levels of evolution while playing in 
dense physical bodies. These attributes were intentionally planted in the first 
groups of beings that would incarnate the new planet. These were the 
Seven  Clans of the E Family. Many wanted to play this new game, but specific 
beings  were chosen to carry those attributes into the first clans that inhabited 
the game  on this new planet.



Seven clans began this new game with the highest hopes of all that is. It was 
the ultimate design for success, and it is no coincidence that this planet car-
ries the letter E at its beginning. . . The planet was to carry the name Earth.
 
At the very beginning of the Earth, the Family of E oversaw the process. They 
were here even as the Earth formed as a hot ball spinning in space that 
began from the first hologram. They nurtured the Earth as she became a sen-
tient living being. At this point, the Family of E did not have the dense physical 
bubbles of biology that you now carry. They inhabited bodies of light. Each 
held crystal energy of Home and had deep connections to the heart energy 
that was so pervasive among them. The remembrance of these bodies of light 
gave humans the concept that is still widely held today as the form of angels. 
The Family of E were the ones who stood by gently nurturing the Earth as she 
went through the many adjustments in preparation for the game of free 
choice to play out. 
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Let it Begin

The Family of E stayed in their light bodies to help the growth as long as they 
could to support the new game get off to a solid start. One of the greatest 
gifts the E Family brought was to guide and instruct the Earth’s inhabitants to 
create a grand garden, a magical place where people could go to rejuve-
nate themselves or just to feed off the bountiful food that grew there. This 
garden was in perfect harmony with man and Earth. It was the sacred place 
of early humanity.

After a time, the E Family found that it was no longer possible to hold that 
much light on a dense planet. It was also causing problems with the game 
itself as the newly formed humans would look to those in bioluminescence as 
higher beings and give them power rather than learn to hold it themselves. It 
was here that the Family of E decided to take dense bodies themselves to 
play the game alongside humans. This was something that had never before 
taken place. 



Those of the E Family who agreed 
to take this denser form were 
making a huge sacrifice at great 
cost to them personally. Yet, they 
loved the humans and the new 
game so much that they decided 
to put on the veil of forgetfulness. 
It was quite difficult and even 
painful for them to intentionally 
lower their vibration, yet that is 
what took place with the loving 
Family of E. 

First, the Family of E started work-
ing with their own beings, ground-
ing them to the Earth and making 
connections. Although this was 
extremely challenging, they found 
ways to ground their light bodies 
and take on density. 

The Family of E started ingesting 
the greenest part of the plant life 
that had formed on the planet, 
which helped them develop 
digestive tracks and bond with the 
Earth. Over the next 100 years, this 
process continued as the pioneers 
of the Family of E took their place 
in the dense lifeforms to play the 
game of pretending to be sepa-
rate. 

To truly understand the beginning of the game on Earth, it will help explain that the 
first level of evolution took some years to achieve. In the overall timeline of humani-
ty, this was a blink of an eye. When the last ice age was ending, select members of 
the Family of E made their brave transition into dense physical bodies. At the begin-
ning of this quiet transition, there came a time when discussions ensued to see if 
anything could be built into the game to give it the best chance of survival and the 
highest evolution. The Family decided to plant specific attributes on the planet to 
provide the human race the best chance of achieving the highest development. 
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Seven important attributes could most aid in the game as it progressed. It was 
essential that nothing be placed into the game, such as rules or even guidelines 
that could inadvertently take one’s power from them and violate the free 
choice edict. It was here that a unique way of planting these attributes was de- 
cided upon.

As we mentioned earlier, not all of the E Family stayed and lowered their vibra- 
tion into these dense forms. In reality, those who chose to remain had one or 
more of these seven attributes ingrained in their spirit, becoming experts in those 
areas over many lifetimes and eons of time. With their memories erased from the 
transition experience, these attributes would remain even without their con- 
scious knowledge. This was the origin of the Seven Clans of the E Family. In the 
early days, these members would incarnate into small groups or clans that per- 
fected their craft by growing together with others of similar gifts. As they grew, 
they would split off and infiltrate into other groups and clans to share their gifts,
teach them to others, and pass them down even into their own families.

Meet the Seven Clans

The following are descriptions of each of these clans. We can tell you that those 
of you who have been drawn to read this book are of the Family of E, even 
though very few will remember it consciously. Many of you were there at the be- 
ginning, and the story we are telling here is your own. We invite you to read the 
following and see if one or more of these resonates deeply with who you are 
today. Since most of you have incarnated many times on Earth, it is possible to 
have more than one of these attributes, yet, most will strongly resonate with one 
of the seven presented here.

If you feel drawn to one or more of these clans, know that we will be reactivating 
those original attributes within you as you read the words that follow. It is your 
choice as always, Dear Ones. Know that if you choose to accept the 
activation, this wisdom may positively change your life, as it is a remembrance 
of your own spirit’s original path.



The Clan of the Bright Eyes is the easiest to identify. These are people with very 
bright eyes. They usually communicate with their eyes in different ways.

These  special  people  carry  the  light  from  Home.  When  they  smile,  they  tag 
people  with  their  light.  Sometimes  they  tag  someone  they  care  about,  and 
sometimes they’re working with many people they don’t know.

People from The Clan of the Bright Eyes range from actors who want to be seen 
by everyone to the little girl who avoids eye contact. You can identify them by 
how you feel after they’ve looked at you. Did they tag you with their light?  Did 
someone  catch  your  eye  for  just  a  moment?  They  might  be  saying,  “I  see  your 
spirit, and you can see mine,” just for that moment. If they did, then they’re 
from the Clan of the Bright Eyes.

These  people  often  have  thin,  ethereal  bodies  that  allow  light  and  energy  to 
come through very clearly and quickly, sometimes with a smile, and sometimes 
it’s just a glance.

When  you  feel  like  you’ve  been  tagged  by  someone,  even  in  a  crowd  where 
someone caught your eye just for a second, you’ve probably been affected by 
the Clan of the Bright Eyes in some way.

11

The Clan of the Bright Eyes
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Reflectors of the Light

It’s  easy  to  see  the  light  in  many  forms,  whether  you 
want to call it love, wisdom, or spirit. All of that is light. 
There  are  two  ways  to  spread  light.  You  can  be  the 
light  yourself,  or  you  can  reflect  the  light.  Many  who 
were working as being the light found that they could 
only  reach  a  small  number  of  people  with  their  gifts. 
With  the  Reflectors  of  the  Light  supporting  them,  they 
were able to reach many more spirits.

Members  of  this  clan  create  harmony  by  aligning 
themselves  with  others.  They  don’t  want  to  be  the 
person  in  front  of  the  crowd.  Perhaps  they’ve  done 
that  in  a  previous  lifetime,  finding  they  can  be  more 
effective  giving  gentle  nudges  and  ideas  behind  the 
scenes.

Let  us  give  you  an  example  of  what  a  reflector  looks 
like in today’s world:
Imagine  the  nurse  who  goes  into  the  operating  room 
and does not have the credentials to do the operation 
but  takes  care  of  the  tools.  The  patient  is  wheeled  in.  
The  doctor  comes  in  and  works  his  magic, while  the 
nurse  sits  in  the  corner  just  in  case  something 
drops.  She  is  the  one  who  creates  the  space  for  the 
healing  that  happens  in  the  background,  for  she  is  a 
great Reflector of the Light. Even though the operating 
doctor  will  take  credit  for  the  miracle  that  happens, 
the supporting staff often created the miracle.

Reflectors of the Light are willing to stand aside and to 
reflect the light for the higher good for all. Reflectors of 
the  Light  wait  for  that  exact  moment  to  speak,  hand 
someone a book or give a gift.

These  are  critical  people,  even  though  their  numbers 
are  small.  Sometimes  they’re  team  members  working 
as part of a group. Reflectors of the Light don’t neces- 
sarily  need  accolades  to  be  able  to  work;  they’re 
there to help, to assist, to step forward, and reflect the 
light at the very best time.
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Guardians of Truth

This special clan incarnated on Earth with the specific task to help all humans 
find  their  own  truth.  In  place  of  giving  people  one  truth  to  follow,  they  allow 
people to remember the questions that may lead them to their own truth.

This is a wonderful time for the Guardians of the Truth. At this time, humanity has 
moved  into  a  collective  life  lesson  about  truth.  Humans  are  trying  to  decide 
what truths are here. You’re finding things out because of restrictions imposed 
due to a pandemic and because you’ve been able to expand with your tech- 
nology and create little spaces for yourself. Little worlds, if you will, that support 
what flavor of the truth you find most delicious. Part of the challenge is that you 
think  there  is  one  truth,  and  everyone  shares  the  same  truth.  We  wish  it  were 
that easy. But it isn’t. There are many truths, many different ways of looking at 
everything. Your  truth  may  be  a  very  important  piece,  but  other  humans  
have  different truths they believe are accurate as well.

The Guardians of the Truth work in this aspect. Their job is often challenging be- 
cause  things  are  not  always  laid  out  neatly  on  Earth.  When  these  people  see 
others  living  in  an  alternate  reality,  it’s  not  their  job  to  say  something  or  try  to 
change them. Instead, the Guardians of the Truth are here to hold their truth, 
deepen  their  own  heart,  and  not  be  swayed  by  all  the  possibilities.  Their  work
creates stability.

Truth  is  always  in  motion,  so

the Guardians must come in 
with dedication to seek out 
the truth in varied forums on 
Earth. History has always 
been written or rewritten by 
the victors, making it difficult 
to see the truth clearly. It’s 
not always openly available. 
The Guardians often seek out 
the truth in unusual ways. The 
influence of these Guardians 
has already led to fewer 
secrets on Earth. 



You’re seeing it take place now. And that’s a challenge for how the game on 
Earth has been evolving. There are massive shifts, and you’ve prided yourself on 
privacy  and  your  ability  to  grow  in  your  energy,  being  able  to  bask  in  your 
privacy and energy.

But now you have people who can look and see. It's very disconcerting in the 
be ginning.  Adjustments  are  coming,  so  be  patient.  You’re  going  to  find  out  
that  many  of  the  things  you  were  hiding  weren’t  very  important.  You  will  find  
that  there is incredible freedom in being able to open up anything you can 
open.

The Guardians of the Truth have begun the process of allowing us to work with- 
out secrets. Their work is a little bit different than most. They don’t always know 
how  the  equation  will  work  and  what  it’s  going  to  look  like.  They  tend  to  hold 
positions  where  they  can  use  truth.  Sometimes  they  work  as  news  reporters  or 
some other area where they’re constantly trying to find balance and not sway 
people. Rather, they report information. The Guardians of Truth build their lives 
around a search for the truth, and they are often misunderstood.

Some  people  have  the  gift  of  being  able  to  see  and  amplify  the  beauty  on 
Earth. This was the origin and intent of the Clan of Beauty. They can recognize 
beauty in many forms. Their purpose is to translate that beauty into a form that 
can be seen by other humans so that they could remember Home. In time you 
will  find  there  is  a  location  in  your  brain  that  is  dedicated  to  this  ability.  Your 
intent as a spirit was to come into the earth game and wander around in confu- 
sion. It could be said that you have been wildly successful. The Clan of Beauty 
is here to keep humans on track and the memories of Home fresh in their con- 
sciousness.

Beauty  is  one  of  the  key  elements  that  must  exist  on  Earth.  It  is  very  difficult  to 
describe  beauty.  It’s  very  difficult  to  classify  it  or  even  say  what  beauty  is  be-
cause each person has a different perception of beauty.

But, let me give you a different vision of beauty. Beauty is Home.

You  have  to  come  in  and  play  the  game  by  being  imperfect.  However,  what 
happens if you get something here and evolve it by working with it? If it 
becomes perfect, it disappears. It no longer exists in your reality.

Now,  what  happens  if  you  get  something  very  close  to  perfect?  It  becomes 
beautiful.
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The beings in the Clan of Beauty have many challenges that others don’t. These 
brave spirits have accepted the challenge of helping humanity see the beauty 
around them, to remember the beauty of Home. When humans see and experi- 
ence beauty, differences fade away, and unity prevails.

These beings take many forms, from models to photographers, to artists, even 
novelists. Many have been manipulated for their beauty. Some have even had 
to hide their beauty. But in one way or another, they help humanity understand 
that they are part of something bigger and more beautiful than any individual 
can imagine.

There is always beauty around you. But if people playing the game (in any 
game) cannot find and appreciate the beauty they have, they lose sight of 
Home. They lose sight of where they’re going as a collective.

So, remembering the beauty and seeing it in all its forms keeps humans on the 
path that the Family of E initially set out. Being in the Clan of Beauty is very chal- 
lenging. They are born and lose their memory. They don’t remember their clan. 
Then, all of a sudden, they may grow into a beautiful young man or woman 
from a physical beauty standpoint. And that is where many people run into 
challenges, encountering people who abuse the beauty or degrade them 
because they are jealous. But, this does mean that you’re trying to get as close 
to perfect as possible. That’s beauty.

Now, some members of this clan have an eye for beauty. Many of them are 
good at helping others become physically beautiful because their whole busi- 
ness is about beauty. You call them beauticians.

But it’s not just them. Many people carry physical beauty in their presence. 
Others replicate beauty, like painters or photographers who see something 
beautiful and can frame and capture it for other people to see and appreci- 
ate. There are many ways to capture beauty. Anything you create, anything 
you  work with, can express beauty and remind people of the beauty of 
Home.
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Keepers of Humor

It is time to lighten up so that you may enlighten up, for as you begin evolving, 
it will be critical to take that sacred ray of light from Home with you, the one 
that makes you smile, the one that lets you know that you can do anything, that 
everything is okay once you laugh. 

When humans laugh, it is their spirit that laughs. When you smile, you carry the 
energy of Home. You carry the light of Home when you laugh. And we tell you 
it happens all the time at Home. Laughter is actually the language of angels. It 
is what we do. We never take ourselves too seriously.  

There have been games throughout the universe that have lacked humor. 
Those games were quite challenging. In those games, players had a blockage 
in their connections to their higher self. The spirit couldn’t come through in the 
same way. When people get wrapped up in their minds, they think too much, 
but you can reset everything with a laugh. You see, real humor and real laugh-
ter come from Home. 

When you laugh, you reset your vibrations. All the things you’ve been picking up 
on your walk through life that you’ve been carrying and storing move aside to 
make room for laughter from Home. It’s absolutely perfect. Many times, people 
have challenges because they gained their attributes through great difficulties. 
Sometimes they must lead sad lives to be able to carry their attributes. 

Laughter is the language of angels. Laughter can heal the physical and bal-
ance the emotional. The Keepers of Humor have a knack for seeing the funny 
side of anything. Many have gained this ability through difficult situations in their 
own life. These people are our smile givers, the ones who help you remember 
Home. Some of them are humorists; some of them make you laugh for a living. 
Others have a jolly outlook and can lighten the mood with a laugh or little joke. 
Whatever the case, it doesn’t make a difference. When you have that beauti-
ful, pure heart laugh, you’re connected to Home. It’s that simple. 
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Keepers of the Light

Keepers of the Tone

 
 
         
   

                
 
              

 
 

              
           

                
        
  
 

You may find it odd that we listed the Keepers of the Light sixth while the 
Reflectors of the Light are second. This is because the Keepers of the Light 
usually stand in front of the Reflectors. You see Keepers of the Light in the public 
area, teaching classes, writing books, on the stage, or working in different 
ways to carry whatever it is they’ve brought from Home or from other lifetimes.

These spirits came in to carry the light directly. In one way or another, most of 
our teachers came to open the door and hold it open for those who choose it, 
like the many who were unaware of their potential until an event triggered it, 
activating latent abilities.

Keepers of the Light are motivated to help people awaken their own light. They 
are empowered specialists, who put the light out there for others to see. And, of 
course, they do it with the support of the Reflectors of the Light.

Now, what about healers? What about doctors? Are they healers of the light?
Are they carriers of the light? Oh, yes, they are. Healers of every profession, 
nurses, massage therapists, counselors, even faith healers are members of the 
Keepers of the Light.

Some of these people stand out in the open, daring to be seen, as teachers, 
leaders,  or authors. Others work quietly, healing  family or friends with their 
presence. Keepers of the Light have a challenging  role but are always 
dedicated to sharing the Light of Home in their own unique  ways.

In the section on the Clan of Beauty, we covered many different forms of cre-
ativity, but did not mention music. That is because music is a multi-incarnational 
expression. Some spirits accumulate the ability to express music over many life-
times, guided by an internal tune or rhythm. These are the Keepers of the Tone. 

On Earth, you have music, but you have not really heard music until you hear 
music from Home. Every attempt to take vibrations and turn them in harmony is 
an attempt to recreate music from Home. 

The Keepers of the Tone carry sacred rhythms from Home to awaken humanity. 
They have helped humanity advance more than humans realize, as every 
human has an internal tuning fork, whether they know it or not. As they speak, 
as they walk, as they smile, as they send energy, as they love, it is all done in 
harmonies.
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These sacred rhythms provide balance and integrate,  creating  different 
harmonies and harmonic vibrations within a range. The Keepers of the Tone 
are also able to pick up the rhythms of other people.

Many of these beings are known as musicians, but not always. Some of them do 
not play any instruments. They are simply music lovers. They hum tunes to them- 
selves. They work in many different ways to bring it into their spiritual expression. 
Some of them express music through movement, like dancers.

Members of this clan have deep relationships with music or rhythm, as is the 
case of poets and healers working with rhythm. While you might not think of 
poetry as being classified with music, it’s all about rhythm. The Keeper of the 
Tone might not play music on a regular basis but love it. They use music as a part 
of life.

Mozart started playing the piano very early in his life. As a member of this clan, 
he had a musical attribute in lifetime after lifetime. Whatever level of mastery he 
achieved in one lifetime; he would start from that point in the next. Though, he 
did have to wait for his hands and body to grow to be able to manipulate the 
keys and pedals. But the important thing is, he came with that information. And 
that’s why many people who seem to be just incredible, natural musicians 
didn’t develop all those skills in this lifetime. They’ve done it over and over. That 
level of mastery is an incredible process.

The Keepers of the Tone plant seeds of light and plant the seed of rhythm and 
musical atonement to remind people when to work, take a breath, and evolve 
to see infinity. Consider those beings who encourage you to breathe deeply in 
a specific rhythm. When you breathe deeply, you can reduce stress and 
change the world in front of you.
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If you have been attracted to this work, you are most likely a 
member of the Family of E here on Earth to promote equality and 
harmony. You felt a pull to one, two, or three of these clan descrip- 
tions as you read them. Some of you may have difficulty putting 
yourselves into one of these seven classifications. Please know that 
you’ve been here for a long time, in many incarnations. You’ve 
learned to pick up many different attributes. Although some of you 
know exactly where you came from, some of you may find it chal- 
lenging to decide your clan.

Try to look at your friends and people who connect with you regular- 
ly. See if you can spot which clan they might be from. It might be 
easier to see in another person if you are unsure of your own attri- 
butes, which is part of the veil you wear here on Earth.

You are not alone. You’re part of a grand Family of light, the Family 
of E, even if you do not have any memories of it. You are honored 
throughout the universe for the work you have done. You came to 
play the game, pretending to be human, with all the pitfalls and 
challenges. And you’ve made it.

Breathe deep, Dear Ones, and walk tall. You’re never alone. You’re 
carrying Home with you. You can feel the laughter deep within, 
working its way through. Your spirit is tickling your funny bone to 
remind you that it’s a beautiful game that you’re playing.

Remember that you can’t really be hurt; you’re a spirit, you’re a 
being of light, remember your true nature. When you hold out your 
hands, you create miracles beyond your understanding, not only for 
planet Earth but also for the entire game that is reaching wonderful 
evolutionary stages. The eyes of the universe are upon you, and you 
feel it and move with joy.

It has been our joy to bring you this beautiful information planted 
deep in your psyche. Pull it up from time to time when you need con- 
fidence or when you need that light. Dear Ones, you are of the 
Family of E. If we could only show that, you would never doubt your- 
self again.

It is with the greatest honor that we ask you to treat each other with 
respect, nurture one another at every opportunity and play well 
together in this new game.

Thank you for taking your power.

The group




